FLOWERS (ROSES) FOR SPRING HOLIDAYS
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Color the flowers different colors or the same
color. Each pair is the flip side of the other.
After coloring both sides of the flower, cut out
each pair. Be sure to keep the reverse sides
together so the shapes match when you glue them
together. With green pipe cleaners (cut them in
half) use them to make stems. Glue the pipe
cleaner in the middle of each pair. Remember to
glue one side at a time on the stem then match up
the other side making a two sided rose flower. You
can tie a ribbon around the flowers or use the
vases (below) to put the flowers in. The flowers
with stems fit in between the two paper vases you
have cut out. See my example. Then give as a gift!

Hyacinth flowers
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Meaning & Symbolism of Hyacinth
Legend has it the origin of hyacinth, the highly fragrant, bellshaped flower, can be traced back to a young Greek boy
named Hyakinthos. As the story goes, two gods – Apollo the
sun god and Zephyr the god of the west wind – adored
Hyakinthos and competed for his attention.
www.teleflora.com › meaning-of-flowers › hyacinth
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Supplies needed
 Different colors of construction paper
 Ruler
 Pencil
 Glue stick
 Scissors
Instructions
 Use your ruler to make straight lines
on paper, and then cut out strips. If
too big, cut in half to make small rings
(pictures 1&2).
 Cut out 2 ovals & glue rings onto both
ovals (3&4).
 Use a green piece of paper for the
stem. Fold it 3 times & glue the last
flap flat (5, 6 & 7). Glue one oval onto
the stem & then the other, one at a
time. If a ring falls off, re-glue it back
on the oval it fell off from (8&9).
 Use another piece of green paper
cutting out 2 more ovals. Fold them in
half & place on stem for leaves (10).
Happy Spring!
Have a Blessed Palm Sunday!

